
Pinnacle 721 

Chapter 721: I still don't have enough consciousness! 

 

"I want to know the whereabouts of the three goddesses." Qin Yu doesn't care about the game, he 

wants to know where the goddess is. 

"The link is interrupted when the game is closed." Kylin. 

If the link is broken, the goddess just flies. 

Fortunately, the real world still exists... 

"If you let them enter the game, what will happen?" Qin Yu suddenly thought of an interesting idea. 

And Qilin's answer also proved the feasibility of his vision. 

"Secretary Xu, send a game pod to these addresses, so I said I gave it." Qin Yu sent the three addresses 

to her mobile phone. 

Xu Meixin glanced at the phone and replied: "Boss, does my phone still have privacy?" 

"It has nothing to do with work, it is all about privacy...for example, those photos of you." Qin Yu 

responded with a light smile. 

Xu Meixin's cheeks blushed, thinking of the photos she took boldly yesterday. 

She was influenced by the propaganda of the Internet Department. Xu Meixin was moved when she saw 

the images taken by several people from rice and the propaganda images that appeared on the 

equipment. 

So, I secretly borrowed those uniforms and took a few pictures of myself in the dressing room. 

When it was time to shoot, the size was a bit small, so she couldn't completely close the zipper. 

"Boss, that's my privacy." Xu Meixin pushed the frame, pretending to be serious. 

Qin Yu nodded and said, "I said the same, so only Qilin can see..." 

Pointing towards the top of his head, Qin Yu smiled and said, "Or, do you want to talk to it?" 

"..." Xu Meixin was speechless. 

Find it, what shall I say to it? 

"Kirin?" Xu Meixin looked up. 

"I'm here." Qilin. 

"..." Xu Meixin fell into silence. What could she say to a machine: "It's okay." 

"Okay, Secretary Xu... By the way, she has a good body!" Qilin. 



Seo Meixin...she died... 

In addition to managing the entire company, responsible for communications and monitoring, assisting 

in research and development and providing various services, he has a new hobby. 

Look at the girl! 

According to Qilin's explanation, Kan Niu can give him a better in-depth understanding of what feelings 

are. 

Of course, Yu Ge firmly refuses to admit Qilin's remarks about being "affected by the host". 

How can it be possible for a man of integrity like him? 

In the transfer warehouse, each of the two-meter-high mechas were fixed and packed, covered with 

tarps, and sent into the carriage by the robotic arm. 

[Kinetic energy manipulator] The difficulty is not too big, only certain adjustments are made to the core 

components. 

The other is the difference in the control system, whenever you encounter this kind of problem. 

Qin Yu felt that the unicorn is omnipotent! 

The two robotic arms can rotate 720 degrees in all directions without any dead angles. 

The error does not exceed 0.001mm, and the single arm can load up to 45 tons. 

Seeing this thing, the major who came to pick up the goods blushed. He ran forward and touched the 

robotic arm covered with cables, and said infatually: "Is this thing for sale?" 

"Sell, why not?" Qin Yu said with a smile. 

"Ten first...how much is it?" The major remembered after speaking, as if he had forgotten to ask the 

price. 

Qin Yu smiled and said, "No money." 

"??" The major turned his head, looking at him with surprise on his face. 

No money... and such a good thing? 

How does it sound, it makes one's heart tremble! 

"Come on, let's take a step to speak." Qin Yu took the other's arm and walked to the side corner. 

The major pushed halfway, and finally couldn't resist the temptation of the robotic arm. 

"Well, I heard that our Ministry of War is going to phase out and destroy a batch of weapons recently." 

Qin Yu said with a smile. 

"Is there?" The major was stupid, why didn't he know. 

"Yes, there are 31 missiles, I heard 10 will be eliminated." Qin Yu nodded and said affirmatively. 



"Σ(っ°Д°;)っ" Major. 

What the hell, it's a new type of strategic weapon, the main equipment of this generation, you told me 

to eliminate it? 

"It's better for you to talk to the above about this kind of thing. I don't know anything." The major shook 

his head repeatedly. 

Are you kidding me, do you mean that strategic weapons like long-range ballistic missiles can be 

eliminated by elimination? 

Besides, even if weapons like this are to be eliminated, they are top secret. 

It is said that? Singing ghost? 

"Don't worry, let's discuss it again, how about two for one?" 

The major shook his head and refused: "No, no, 10 units will not work." 

This is not a question of value, but a question of principle... 

No, nothing can be said! 

In the end, the major turned his head and left, and decided not to listen to him. 

Going on, he was really afraid that he couldn't stand it! 

That streamline, smooth appearance, neat cable, flexible and precise control... 

Suck~ 

It's so tempting. 

Give him two robotic arms, what kind of wife do you need? Isn't this more fragrant than a wife? 

Seeing that there is no way to persuade the other party, Qin Yu amusedly stood in place and muttered: 

"Connect to Bai Ze." 

A dial tone came from the headset, and Bai Ze's voice came immediately: "Hey, what is Dashao Qin's 

order?" 

He now received a call from Qin Yu, both happy and helpless! 

At first I heard what breakthrough, surprise, and Bai Ze was so excited that he could not wait to fly over. 

Later, with more and more surprises, the burden on his shoulders became heavier and heavier. 

Up to now, surprises have been accompanied by fright! 

Every time there is good news, Qin Yu takes all the benefits, and he has to come back and be criticized. 

After the key is approved, we have to continue working on it. 

He also understood the thoughts above, just like himself, making Qin Yu tossing to death and alive. 



But everything he took out was a good thing. 

Nothing is not wanted by the top, not needed... 

But when it comes to the price, the collective cheeks and toothache! 

This year, the purchase order for this "titanium rhodium alloy coating" almost made the top big guys 

fight. 

It even alarmed several seniors in the Ministry of War, and on the basis of the original military 

expenditure, they misrepresented a sum of money from the Ministry of War. 

Before sitting down here, he came again. 

[Xing Tian], 20 units, 4 billion... 

Hearing this number, the boss of the Ministry of Defense was fine, and the one from the Ministry of 

Housing fainted. 

Here again? 

Endless, endless? 

I said nothing this time, and stayed at home directly without seeing anyone. 

If you don't want money, you'll die. 

If anyone dared to force him, he would dare to vomit blood on the spot. 

Then I have to see if the other party dare to ask for this money... 

Finally, as a last resort, the chief of the Ministry of Defense could only squeeze and deduct a deduction 

from the various appropriations, and finally collected the 4 billion. 

Thinking about it, it's almost the end of the year, and one year will pass. 

There should be no more moths years ago. 

As soon as the front foot thought about this, Bai Ze received a call from Qin Yu on the back foot: "It 

hurts!" 

"Lao Bai, your attitude is not good enough, your consciousness is not high enough!" Qin Yu laughed 

ridiculously on the other side. 

"If there is something to say, I'll hang up if it's okay." Bai Ze said coldly. 

Calm down~ 

He kept hinting at himself, he was afraid that if he didn't do it. 

In the next second he will have to break his gong and breathe fragrance, let him understand what the 

beauty of language is... 

"That's it. I have a new robotic arm here. It can load 45 tons, 720 degrees without dead ends, and it's 

accurate..." 



"Price." Bai Ze knew the value of this thing without Qin Yu finished. 

Apart from other things, aerospace, general assembly, and general construction definitely want it. 

Thinking of these units, Bai Ze's mood suddenly improved. 

Hey, it's finally not oneself that has been harmed this time. 

As long as he said a price, Bai Ze would spread the news, and it would be a headache for these people to 

finish it. 

Bai Ze felt so happy to see that other people had headaches, not himself. 

"Three stations, one east wind, how about it?" Qin Yu didn't say anything, the breathing on the other 

side disappeared. 

About half a minute later, there was a sudden inhalation: "What did you just say, did I hear it wrong?" 

Repeat your own conditions again, and the other party on the phone becomes quiet again. 

"Qin, the other party has hung up." Qilin reminded. 

"..." Qin Yu's expression was dull, this old white, why didn't he play his cards according to his routine. 

For business, there is negotiation and discussion, but you still pay the price! 

I thought he was a steady and honest person, UU reading www.uukanshu. Why is the com mentality so 

bad? 

Enlightenment, or not enough enlightenment! 

"Dong Qin, the handover is complete, no problem." The major came over again and signed before Qin 

Yu spoke. 

After finishing the work, Xu Meixin gave the handover procedure and said quickly: "I still have a task, 

goodbye!" 

Snapped! 

In a loud salute, the major returned to the car at a speed of 100 meters: "Go." 

… 

Five minutes later, Qin Yu received a call from Bai Ze: "What do you want that thing for?" 

Bai Ze understood the cause and effect. 

What should be reported above has already been reported. 

What Bai Ze didn't expect was that the superior did not refuse, but instead asked himself what he 

wanted to do? 

Is this world really crazy! ! 

Chapter 722: Give too much 



 

 

"Have you read the Nasa news?" Qin Yu said. 

"Well, you just go straight down." Bai Ze said he was listening. 

In fact, he is not the only one listening. 

In the communications department, Bai Ze pressed the phone on the speakerphone, and several military 

uniforms stood behind him, listening to him together. 

"It has something to do with its Sun God plan, which is mainly used for defense and to protect your own 

safety. 

As a law-abiding citizen, secretly making weapons. I definitely can't do such illegal things. No, I can only 

rely on exchanging things for things and giving myself some retired things to ensure safety. " 

"31 is active equipment, not retired!" Bai Ze endured for a long time, but still couldn't hold back. 

That is an important strategic deterrent weapon of the imperial court. When necessary, it can directly 

hit the bald eagle homeland and give it a plowing movement. 

Are you eliminated? ? ? 

"I know that if this equipment is not equipped, it must be updated. The quality of the first batch is 

definitely not good. Use waste!" 

"...The quality is very good, and it will be okay to use it for another 40 years." 

"There must be poor quality, defective products, good product rates...everyone knows. 

Of course I believe that with the strength of the Ministry of War, it must be infinitely close to 0, so I only 

need 10. " 

"Only 10!" Bai Ze was angry with a smile. 

Why don't you say you want to go to heaven? 

10 pieces are enough to kill more than half of the world's countries, and the other party has no power to 

fight back. 

There is no problem in deterring major countries in the world! 

That’s it, you tell me "As long as..." 

Bai Ze looked back at the big guys behind him, and found that each of them seemed to have eaten flies. 

His face was so uncomfortable that he almost vomited. 

Finding that everyone is the same, Bai Ze feels comfortable. 

The big guy is going to throw up, what can I do with my grievance: "Qin Yu, let's open the skylight and 

talk, is the base on the moon yours." 



All the people present, their breathing suddenly weakened to the limit... 

It feels like a dangerous item that will explode for fear of touching anything, and we must maintain the 

most cautious state. 

In the nervous and anxious waiting, the other party heard Qin Yu's laughing voice: "Say yes, has this 

business been negotiated?" 

Bai Ze squeezed his fist, if he was in front of him at this moment, he would have to punch him hard. 

"...I didn't make a joke with you, is it right? Let me tell you something happy." Bai Ze said irritably. 

"Yes." Qin Yu's decisive response made him stuck. 

It wasn't just veiled, why is it so happy now? 

"That's a reliable, complete ecosystem, and the things that built it... Actually you have seen it, in the 

Miracle Headquarters." 

With Qin Yu's reminder, Bai Ze immediately thought of the remotely controlled humanoid robot he saw 

in the Miracle Headquarters. 

"Creator." Bai Ze suddenly. 

"Yes, that's them." Qin Yu responded. 

"They, how many did you build, and how did you send them?" Bai Ze had too many questions in his 

heart, but he could only ask them one by one. 

"There are only a dozen units. As for how to send them up, do you believe the alien spacecraft?" Qin Yu 

responded with a smile. 

Bai Ze couldn't distinguish between true and false. 

What Qin Yu meant clearly meant that he had said enough today. 

"Qin Yu, the court is your backing, and we have been supporting you. I believe you understand this." 

"Of course, I think my attitude is also very clear." Qin Yu responded. 

The court did give him a lot of support, but more came from Ye Lao. 

There is more mutual benefit between the two parties, which is not bad in fact. 

So far, the atmosphere of cooperation between everyone has been very good, and Qin Yu also hopes to 

maintain it. 

Otherwise, he would not decisively admit that the lunar ecosystem was created by himself. 

"I can ask, what are your plans for that base...ecological circle?" Put down the scribbled note, and 

handed a new one at the back. 

Bai Ze was instantly tired: Why did it become like this again? ? ? 

"What the ecosystem can do, of course, is for farming." Qin Yu is confident. 



"..." Tired, Bai Ze only felt tired. 

It was like putting a weight on it, and he couldn't breathe. 

"Okay, he's a good boy. What bad thoughts does the rabbit country have? He likes to pour the yard and 

plant the land." 

The whisper from behind made Bai Ze's heart even more tired. 

Yes, Dongfeng Express focuses on farming! 

"Ah, the court recently has a batch of weapons to be decommissioned and destroyed. If the miracle has 

related technology..." 

"Yes, I have too much, what do I want." Qin Yu said with a kick. 

"Don't show up in person, send someone..." 

"My driver, He Wu, is down-to-earth and reliable." Qin Yu had chosen someone a long time ago. 

This kind of thing is definitely not easy for both parties to show up, whether it's concealing one's ears or 

stealing the bell, or deceiving themselves. 

Some things that should be avoided are still to be avoided. 

"Send his information to this mailbox, I have to check it." Bai Ze continued to read the note. 

"Okay." Qin Yu agreed and ended the call. 

Putting down the phone and let Qilin send the information, Qin Yu leaned his legs on the table and 

hummed leisurely. 

He didn't believe that the other party could know He Wu's details, but it was just a show for himself. 

In the communication room meeting, the military uniforms closed the door and asked Bai Ze to open the 

signal jammer. 

"It's Xiao He, I can rest assured, he is reliable." 

"I have retired, so what if I can be reliable?" 

"Humph!" Someone snorted coldly with dissatisfaction. 

"Don't hum, know that it's your favorite general." The big man who spoke earlier said. 

"Well, it's not for you to fight, although Xiaohe has retired, but his character and loyalty can be trusted. 

Let him do it, there is definitely no problem, now it's up to us to send someone. " 

Bai Ze was sitting in the corner, playing stand-alone games on his mobile phone boringly. 

Every day, wherever I go, I have to keep it secret. A mobile phone is like a scrap metal. 

The network has basically never been connected. 



So there is not much on his mobile phone, just a lot of stand-alone games. 

"If you are a man, go down 100 floors", "Kuangbian children", "spend money and mentally handicapped 

version" 

"I'm parachuting thief" "Small hammer hammers you to death" "My sliding shovel boss is gone" 

It's better to pass the boring time, it's better than listening to a group of old men arguing. 

At this time, he was playing a small game of "I'm missing a sliding shovel boss". 

This game is mentally retarded and sand sculptured! 

Just thinking about it, Bai Ze seemed to notice something and suddenly raised his head. 

The big guys in the conference room were looking at him neatly, with ill-intentioned smiles in their eyes. 

"Xiao Bai, you still have to work hard." The former peacemaker said with a smile. 

"I can't, my leg hurts and I want to take a vacation!" Bai Ze resisted even his soul. 

He doesn't want to participate in this matter, maybe he is going to "disappear", he hasn't found a wife 

yet! 

"Not willing?" The big man raised his eyebrows. 

Bai Ze shook his head quickly and resolutely said "not interested." 

"In this case, we'll recommend one person each." The boss didn't mean to force him. 

Looking at a few old guys, he said to himself: "If you can successfully complete the task, can you mention 

the level?" 

"Raise one level?" 

"First level, there can be the word "Dongfeng" in there." 

"Level three, it's so decided, and even mention level three." The peacemaker looked at the crowd and 

found no objection, and said: "One person recommend one!" 

"Report, I am willing to perform this task." Bai Ze stood up. 

Put your hands straight in the middle of the trouser legs, raised your head and chest, and said in a loud 

voice: "I have a rich foundation for cooperation with Miracle, and no one is more suitable than me." 

"Really?" The peacemaker looked at him with a smile: "But you didn't seem to want it just now." 

"Impossible, as a soldier, obeying orders is your bounden duty." Bai Ze replied sonorously. 

The performance of Yizheng's words is completely different from the previous one. UU reading 

www.uukａnshu.cóm 

"is it?" 

"Yes." 



"It's your duty to obey orders?" 

"Yes." 

"Then, it's okay if you don't raise the level?" 

"...Yes." Bai Ze almost broke his teeth. 

Yes, I got myself in, and this trip was in vain. 

"Haha, this little slippery head." The big man pointed at him with a smile and cursed: "Go away, this 

time the task is completed well, you can even raise the third level." 

"Thank you, boss." Bai Ze saluted with a smile and walked out quickly. 

After only a few steps, his smile faded in vain, and his heart said, "I must have caused the kid to teach 

him badly, and I have learned to talk about conditions. 

Bai Ze, self-interest is not a must, your mind can't slide...what is the salary of three consecutive 

upgrades...It's so fragrant! " 

Chapter 723: 1 Nothing happens Song Gangtie 

 

 

Here, 20 [Xingtian] vehicles were loaded and sent away, and the financial officer reported that the 

money had arrived. 

Lao Bai never disappointed Qin Yu in terms of payment speed. 

One phone call, 4 billion credited, profit... 

Well, the cost... 

All are cost prices, honest people who make the difference! 

Signing his name on the document, Qin Yu closed the pen and stood up and said, "I'll be here today, do 

you want me to let Lao He send you?" 

"No, Qin Dong, I drive myself." Xu Meixin said. 

The commuter car sent by Azure, Azure Daily. 

As the personal assistant of the chairman, Xu Meixin, senior staff of confidentiality level 10, is naturally 

assigned to one. 

"Well, then I'll go first, and don't forget to urge the logistics department to fix the problem of the 

reception car as soon as possible." 

Qin Yu was not joking about the 20 business reception vehicles I said last time. 

The miracle company's stall is getting bigger and bigger, and it must have all the necessary 

configurations. 



A big company with a valuation of hundreds of billions, if you come to let you take a taxi, is it fair to say? 

Even if Qin Yu didn't care, the partner would think that you are disrespectful to people and didn't take 

this cooperation seriously. 

Every time you have to explain it, it is better to use the money to get it. 

High-end commercial vehicles, 20 of the highest specifications are dispatched, and the big leaders will 

be treated like this. 

Up to 4 more motorcycles before and after, the soul of the soul~~ 

"Qin Dong." 

"Qin Dong." 

Out of the elevator, nodding and smiling at the employees, Qin Yu saw the Kawasaki 650 parked in front 

of the door. 

"Boss." He Wu handed him the key. 

"Old He, don't go in a hurry." He Wu stopped, Qin Yu sat on the motorcycle and roughly talked about the 

handover. 

"Just go get something, and the other party will give it to you. You take it back to the warehouse, the 

one I often go to. I will wait for you at the door when that happens." 

"Okay, when do you start?" He Wu's best thing is that there will never be so many questions. 

Whatever you want him to do, just do it. 

"Wait for my call." Patting his shoulder, Qin Yu put on his helmet and smiled and said, "Go back and 

rest!" 

Click! 

When the windshield was lowered, Kawasaki drew a half arc on the spot, and drove away quickly. 

Buzzing~ 

Kawasaki is like a green light, shuttled between the traffic. 

When driving to an unmanned section, the green sticker on the side of the whole vehicle blooms with a 

red luster. 

The engine seemed to suddenly explode and released strong power, the front of the car suddenly lifted, 

and Qin Yu forced it down with both hands. 

All the power rushes to the tires, and arrives at the destination like a whirlwind. 

In front of W Hotel, Song Tie in a long skirt was looking around. 

In vain, the irritable engine sound suddenly came. 



When Song Tie looked back, the green light suddenly appeared, and a gust of wind blew the hem of her 

skirt. 

"Ah~" Song Tie turned Huarong pale with fright. 

The irritable Kawasaki suddenly turned into a docile kitten, a beautiful flick, and stopped steadily in front 

of her. 

Lifting the helmet mask, Qin Yu threw the helmet hanging next to the body to her: "Get in the car." 

With a blank face, Song Tie looked at the smoking Kawasaki, and then at the helmet in his hand. 

Slightly... 

She shook her head like a drum, so she didn't want to get in the car. 

"...I have very good driving skills." Qin Yu said silently. 

"No, I've been afraid of motorcycles since I was a kid." Song Tie resisted and shook his head, and then 

took a few steps back. 

"50 yards...40 yards..." Forget it, Qin Yu took off his helmet and threw the car key directly to the 

doorman: "Just eat here." 

Anyway, it's just a meal, the small kettle in the W hotel is also good. 

People who were familiar with the road took Song Tie to the cafeteria. After learning that it was a small 

hot pot buffet, Song Tie's expression became very strange. 

"You, eat this?" Song Tie asked, pointing to the small hot pot just served by the waiter in front of him. 

"Is there a problem?" Qin Yu also had questions on his face. 

What's wrong with him eating this, can't he eat it? 

"No, you, I thought a big boss like you would have a standard that would be a little bit high for his own 

meals every day." 

Song Tie raised the palm of his hand and shook it back and forth. 

The funny look made Qin Yu laugh out loud: "I don't pay much attention to it. Large meals are eaten, 

and roadside stalls are also eaten. Small hot pot is naturally no problem." 

"The buffet here is still good." As he said, the restaurant manager came over. 

She is a middle-aged woman, kind-looking and capable, "Mr. Qin, you are welcome to visit W Hotel 

again, what can I do for you?" 

"It's okay. I'll just come by myself. I came with a friend today. She lives in the executive suite." 

Qin Yu introduced to the other party: "In the restaurant, what do I need to find..." 

Although he came many times, Qin Yu always couldn't remember the other party's name. 

In fact, he didn't remember much. 



It’s too much brainstorming for so many people to remember every day, so Qin Yu usually doesn’t pay 

much attention to this kind of relationship between meeting and saying hello. 

However, it is still a little embarrassing to be unable to name the name in person. 

And the other party is obviously not at work, wearing casual clothes, without a badge, it is very 

embarrassing! 

"I'm the manager of our restaurant. If you have something, just ask for the manager." The other party 

was very considerate to resolve Qin Yu's embarrassment. 

"Nice to meet you." After a simple greeting, the other party left. 

Qin Yu got up and asked, "Would you like to get food together?" 

"Okay." Song Yi nodded, and his impression of him changed a lot. 

She thought that a super rich man like Qin Yu would be like the rich second generation she knew. 

Pretends to be like the wind, often accompanied by him. 

Everywhere you go, you have to be full. A buffet like this one won't even enter the door. 

It now seems that having money and having money at home are two different concepts. 

According to what the Internet says, he started from scratch. 

Realizing what these four words meant, Song Tie had a tingling feeling of extreme fear. 

In just three years, he has worked hard for hundreds of billions of dollars to create miracles and hopes in 

the Northwest. 

Miracle Company is also known as the greatest company born in the 21st century. 

Although this evaluation is full of controversy so far, it is enough to show how extraordinary his 

achievements are. 

And he is only 23 years old this year! ! 

Others' 23-year-old has a net worth of hundreds of billions. UU reading www.uukanshu.com has a 

successful career and is attracting worldwide attention. 

At the age of 23, he has only had a few dramas. He played the role of Xiangling in "A Dream of Red 

Mansions" and participated in several TV dramas, all in the role of the second female. 

Other than that, there seems to be nothing special. 

Compared with the big guys, it really did nothing! 

After a while, the two came back with two small plates each, filled with ingredients. 

On Song Tie's plate, there are three delicate desserts on the left, and some greens on the right plate. 

Vegan, I haven't even seen a bit of meaty. 



Qin Yu is the opposite, with a pile of meat on the left plate and seafood on the right plate. 

In short, whether in bed or under the bed, Brother Yu belongs to the man at the top of the food chain. 

Only eat meat, not vegetarian! 

This is the principle, you must follow the principle when you are a man! 

Chapter 724: Is it hard to make girls happy? 

 

 

"Qin Dong!" 

"Ok?" 

"Well, when will my photos be available?" 

Speaking of eating, Qin Yu was really eating, eating from start to finish, and didn't mean to speak at all. 

No, Song Tie couldn't help being forced to speak, and the meal was over without asking. 

At this moment, she felt that it was not Qin Yu who had misunderstood before, but that she had made 

too much brain. 

Qin Yu really came to eat, and there was almost no place to put the plates right now. 

"I will naturally come when it's time to go." Qin Yu responded indifferently. 

"But... Qin Dong, can you do me a favor and use my film first." Song Tie had to bow his head and plead. 

She really has no way to go, but she is not reconciled to the number of her. 

Why? 

I have worked hard from the age of 20 to the present, and spent more than ten years. 

Just because you don't want to be played with, you have to throw everything away. 

Unwilling, wronged, mixed together to become anger! 

If I were rich, if I had a father like an old horse, if I was born in a family, if... 

If I promised him, would I not have to go through this again? ? ? 

Song Tie's brain circuit had a 360-degree shocking reversal. 

She herself couldn't figure out how she suddenly thought of this under extreme anger. 

It seemed...it happened naturally. 

Looking up at Qin Yu, his looks, full marks. 

Body, full score. 



Achievement, full score. 

wealth,? ? ? ? ? 

...Burst! 

So, it seems that there is nothing to fault, except scum. 

But scum also has the benefits of scum. It is humorous, romantic, coaxing, and knows how to make girls 

happy. 

"Qin Dong, if you want to make a girl happy, what would you do?" Song Tie looked at him, his eyes full 

of curiosity. 

Qin Yu put the cooked squid into his mouth, bit it a few times, and swallowed it. 

Then he put down his chopsticks and said, "Do you want to know?" 

"Well, I really want to." Song Tie responded with a smile. 

Qin Yu took out the phone and fiddled with it with his fingers, Ding, Ding, Ding~ 

Frequent reminders sounded, and Song Tie suspiciously took out his mobile phone from the bag. 

Qin Dong: [Transfer to you 520] 

Qin Dong: [Transfer to you 52013] 

Qin Dong: [Transfer to you 5201314] 

Qin Dong: [Transfer to you 52013141] 

Qin Dong: Buy a bag if you are happy, buy a bag if you are not happy, and cure all diseases! 

Qin Dong: Buy a house in the abandoned city and live there in the future. The house should be big and 

the environment should be better. It is best to be a smart apartment, which is convenient! 

Qin Dong: By the way, buy yourself some pajamas, and wait for me in the hotel room at night, let me 

see your taste! 

Song Tie: ∑(′△｀)? ! 

"Happy?" Qin Yu put the phone on the table, picked up the chopsticks and continued to eat. 

Make girls happy, can it be difficult to get brother Yu even with such a simple question? 

"Hmm." Song Tie nodded blankly. 

She is really happy, although she wants to say that she regards money as dung, and is not a woman who 

worships gold. Who can value this money! Don’t think you can do whatever you want with money... 

But, so happy! 

I am really happy, that is, the corner of my mouth keeps rising, my heart is filled with joy and 

excitement, and I can't control it. 



More than 5 million, the account will be paid with a single finger. 

There is no hesitation. 

Looking at his calm and calm look, he is more calm than buying a cup of milk tea for 20 yuan. 

More than 55 million, that's 55 million! 

How many people can't make so much money in their lifetime, and how many people can do crazy 

actions for the 55 million. 

"It's right to be happy. The most important thing to be a human being is honesty." Qin Yu nodded and 

said, "So, I will take you to buy a bag later." 

"...Okay." Song Tie glanced at the phone screen again and asked cautiously: "Then I will accept it." 

"Take it! Why don't you keep it?" Qin Yu added a shell and put it in his mouth. 

This meat is good and tender! 

He just gave it, really... 

It's not to make yourself happy, and it's not a routine. 

Just really... 

jingle! 

The pleasant sound of the money entering the account is transmitted to the brain through the auricle 

and nerve. 

The whole person is crunching~ 

After Qin Yu wiped out the eighth plate of meat, he finally felt full. 

Lie back, stretched his arms backwards, "Comfortable!" 

"Hey, look at that person, just like an uneaten turtle, puff... shabby." 

"That's right, the table is full. Just knowing to eat meat, how long has it been since you have eaten?" 

"Who says no, the threshold of W Hotel is too low, anyone can come in." 

"Hey, what can you do with the open buffet? Don't both cats and dogs go inside!" 

The sound of discussion in the ear made Qin Yu notice the delicate ladies sitting in the corner. 

A split fishtail skirt with a pair of high imitation Balenciaga on his feet. 

With exquisite makeup and big earrings, his eyes are almost reaching the sky, and his words are full of 

disdain. 

As for the person being talked about, there is anyone besides Qin Yu who is like a starving ghost. 

"Manager." Qin Yu snapped his fingers and said to Song Tie: "It seems to be a little thirsty." 



"What do you want to drink, I'll help you." Song Tie stood up and held the cup instantly, dumbfounded. 

She swears that she moved her legs on her own. 

Without any thought at all, it bounced on its own, not my fault. 

"Happy water, add more ice!" Qin Yu smiled slightly. 

Then Song Tie went. 

The head is obviously full of question marks and blank spaces, but the body automatically leads her to 

the beverage area. 

Song Tie can swear to her chest, it's really not what she wants to move. 

chest:? ? ? 

At this time, the duty manager came over, not the previous woman, but it made no difference to Qin Yu. 

"Mr. Qin." The other party bends down, keeps himself level with Qin Yu, and greets with a smile. 

"I have packed the restaurant today. Anyone can come and eat at will, only those two can't." Qin Yu 

pointed to the corner with the card in his hand. 

"Mr. Qin, we are in the service industry, you are like this..." The duty manager was a little embarrassed. 

Therefore, please go out when the guests come, which affects the reputation. 

Qin Yu looked up at him and said, "You are suggesting to me that only the restaurant is not enough. I 

need to cover all the hotels?" 

"No, no, Mr. Qin, I don't mean that." 

The manager on duty hurriedly waved his hand and said with a smile: "I am a manager on duty, you 

know I don't have that much authority." 

"Then call." Qin Yu put the card on the corner of the table, showing a reluctant attitude. 

He is not in the mood, let alone arguing with two exquisite ladies. 

But seeing this kind of person in the same room with him, the air seemed to smell of body odor. 

Smelly, smelly! 

"Yes, wait a minute." The duty manager turned around to call. 

Two minutes later, people ran back with a smile, "Mr. Qin, the one-day charter fee is 60,000 yuan 

according to the hotel standard. 

But the leader said, you are our most distinguished guest, so the price is 9.2% off, you see..." 

Qin Yu knocked on the card on the table, "It must be boring." 

60,000, so cheap! 



Is it worth it to change a good mood? It's worth it. 

Therefore, Yu Ge’s card had no opinion, and he happily made a ‘di’ sound on the POS machine, and the 

pairing was successful. 

"Now, let the garbage disappear in front of me." Qin Yu glanced towards the corner. 

The other party happened to be looking at him too, still discussing what he was doing. 

The quality of the staff at W Hotel is so high that they still maintain their due professional skills and self-

cultivation for a native. 

The naive NT remarks made him laugh. 

"Is there anything funny?" Song Tie returned with two glasses of Coke. 

"It's okay, I heard two ducks yelling, quack, quack..." Qin Yu put his hands to his ears, making a duck 

mouth shape. 

"Why, we paid the money." A sharp voice came from the corner, completely devoid of the trivial 

laughter Qin Yu had heard before. 

"Madam, UU Reading www.uukānshu.com, we will refund your meal three times, but I'm sorry, we must 

ask you to leave now." The duty manager stood at the table with two bodyguards. 

"I don't, why." One of the girls yelled with arms around them. 

"Whether you have any comments, you can complain to the management department, but now we 

must ask you to leave, please!" The manager kept smiling. 

The quarrel in the corner caused the diners to watch, and upon realizing this, the celebrity's face 

changed immediately. 

Afterwards, with a dark face, he grabbed the purse, took out his mobile phone and yelled at the 

manager: "I will make you regret it. I will post it online now." 

"I would like to express my sincere apologies to you again. Please handle the refund service at the front 

desk. Thank you for visiting W Hotel." 

The duty manager bowed at 90 degrees and sent the other party out of the restaurant. 

When Qin Yu took Song Tie out of the restaurant, the two "billionaire" ladies were making stinky faces at 

the front desk for refunds. 

Refund one and pay three. That's hard money for a night, don't do it for nothing. 

 Chapter 725: 0-like spoiling is a scumbag 

 

 

Arriving at Xidi Port at an average speed of 50 miles, Wangfujing did not dare to go after all. 



Not only Lu Qing often goes there, but also the mother-in-law and the prospective mother-in-law. 

If this happens, Qin Yu won't talk about it. 

Lao Qin must have lived in the study for a few more years, so who should be his seed! 

In the underground parking lot, Qin Yu parked the motorcycle and took off his helmet. 

Song Tie took off his helmet in the same way, and after handing it to him, he quickly took his three-piece 

travel suit. 

Hats, masks, toad mirrors, and actresses must have a three-piece suit. 

After getting it done, the two took the elevator to enter the mall. 

At this time, Song Tie's hand had already taken the initiative to hold his arm, naturally there was no flaw. 

She can be considered as having seen the world. 

The family conditions were not bad when they were young, and 99.99% of those who can take the path 

of art are not bad at home. 

The remaining 0.01% belongs to the Lord’s reward for food, and it’s hard not to fire. 

Speaking of entering the industry, it is a drama like "A Dream of Red Mansions". 

Regardless of the small audience, it is incomparable with big IPs and big productions. 

But that's a hot stamping sticker. If you play the role in it, you will have qualifications in the showbiz. 

Moreover, the older generations like to pick people from such dramas, and it is easier to fall into the 

eyes of the bigwigs. 

Song Tie is no exception, and he has officially entered the industry. 

With this entry, the wealthy sons around him will increase the number of investors. 

What is the listed company today, and tomorrow's son-in-law, in short, I have a lot of views. 

But I have never seen someone like Qin Yu... 

Throwing away is 55 million, and Song Tieren has been stupefied up to now. 

Those bosses, brothers, clink the abacus at all times. 

I'm afraid that I will suffer a loss and let others take advantage of it. 

After more than ten years of walking, Song Tie naturally encountered someone who wanted to pursue 

himself. 

But every time I just sell my mouth, my verbal talks are all about painting flatbreads. 

Give me some lipstick and perfume tricks, I just want to be moved to the death. 

ridiculous! 



Figure money, more money than you are. 

Picture people, grab a handful of people who are more handsome than you. 

What is the use of both reluctant spending and reluctant hard work? 

Thinking about it now, those people in the past were really hypocritical. 

As long as there is someone like Qin Yu, he now has children. 

Why is she still a girl! 

Xidi Port is positioned to be close to the people, light and luxurious, and it mainly attracts young people. 

So, there is everything to eat, drink and play here. 

There are no top luxury brands, mainly trendy brands, people-friendly fashion brands and some mid-to-

high-end brands. 

Stopping and walking, the two quickly came to the gourmet world. 

What you see is a dazzling array of delicious snacks and various gourmet shops. 

Song Tie touched his abdomen, and said greedyly, "I came here to eat if I knew it." 

"The nearby night market is more lively than here!" Qin Yu said. 

"Is it open until late?" Song Tie came with interest. 

Life is alive, only beauty and good food can not be disappointed! 

"Three or four in the morning." Qin Yu added with a smile, "until the night workers get off work." 

Song Tie nodded, and reacted later, tilting his head to think about him: "You don't like to go to that kind 

of place, do you?" 

As an adult, it's too fake to say that I don't know. 

She is not a person who can hide her mind, so it is better to ask directly. 

"Do you think I need it?" Qin Yu stared straight at her when he said this. 

Song Tie's cheeks blushed, and he understood what he meant. 

With his means and abilities, what kind of woman does he want? 

Why do we need to compete with ordinary people for public resources? The bus is already crowded. 

Besides, Song Tie remembered the night the filming ended! 

The four goddesses who are famous in the world studio are all his own. 

There is also the red-colored Guna, white luminous, and the beauty is even more beautiful, which is 

enviable. 

With such jewels in front, how can he be able to see the ordinary quality? 



"How could the person I'm fond of like that kind of unclean woman." 

Song Tie didn't feel lost or sad because of the existence of other women, but instead had a sense of 

pride. 

From the beginning, she figured out one thing, if he had only one heart, where would he have his place. 

So, don't think about the unpleasant things, think about more happy things. 

Why do you have to think so much when you are in love. 

It’s time to experience the fun of having fun in time. 

Besides... 

It's too early, the future can be expected! 

If he has plans to get married and start a family, it is still unknown who will have the last laugh! 

If there is no such plan, what is the difference between how many homes are there? 

I have to say that Song Tie's self-regulation ability is very strong. 

At this time, he has brought himself into the role and successfully completed the process of self-

interpretation and brainwashing. 

When the two bought a few pairs of Li Ning's sneakers in Xidigang, they came out again. 

She was no longer restrained and released her nature. 

And define himself as Qin Yu's new girlfriend, in short, now he belongs to him. 

When a person wants to deceive himself, it is often easier than forcible interference from the outside 

world. 

Song Tie is like that! 

Pulling Qin Yu to the night market stall, smelling the fragrance in the air, her appetite improved again. 

Stir-fried jelly, fried instant noodles, grilled gluten and cold noodles, plus a braised vegetable bun. 

Sitting at the table facing the wall, with his back facing the pedestrians, Song Tie took off his mask and 

sunglasses. 

"Good fragrance!" Rubbing his hands happily, Song Tie picked up the chopsticks and removed the outer 

packaging. 

"Here you are." First handed the chopsticks to Qin Yu, and then opened another pair for himself. 

As a girlfriend, always take care of her boyfriend's mood and feelings and do what he can for him. 

Isn't this normal operation? 

"Try this." Qin Yu picked up the spoon and put the super tasty jelly into her mouth. 



The skin is crispy, the inside is soft, and the jelly is full of ingredients, which immediately conquered 

Song Tie's taste buds. 

"It's delicious." Song Tie's smile was infectious as he ate spoon after spoon. 

The soft and cute expression can instantly arouse a man's courage and desire for protection. 

Occasionally naughty and full of energy, sometimes strange and quiet, sometimes quiet and elegant. 

This unique charm brings different sensory experiences to Qin Yu. 

"Woo, no more, I can't eat anymore." Song Tie put down his chopsticks and let out a satisfied voice. 

She was so full that she couldn't eat a drop. 

Seeing her pitiful and feeble appearance, Qin Yu tried to get rid of the jelly in the bowl. 

Then he picked up Bingfeng and finished it in one breath, "Mom and dad, check out." 

While speaking, Song Tie had put on the mask and sunglasses again. 

Pay the bill and leave. On the way to the garage, Song Tie pulled him and said, "So full, shall we go 

back?" 

"One south and one north, are you sure?" Qin Yu was surprised. 

Talking about his self-confidence, thinking that he has such a strong physical strength. 

Could it be that UU reading www.uukanshu.com is a match for opponents this time, and finally one can 

play. 

"Then I'm tired of walking, just open a hotel nearby." Song Tie's voice became smaller and smaller. 

When I mentioned the hotel, it was already low as a mosquito, almost inaudible. 

Fortunately, Yu's hearing is so good that he can't be troubled by this problem. 

The opponents have said so, what else is there for Yu Ge to hesitate. 

Just a short walk forward, there is a boutique hotel. 

Looking at the title as the theme style, there should be many interesting layouts. 

"Let's go!" Pulling out the arms she was holding, wrapped her backhand around her waist, and the two 

entered the hotel at once. 

So fine! 

In the elevator, Qin Yu's palm rubbed slightly. 

Song Tie's waist was really thin, and his lower abdomen was slightly bulged because of eating too much. 

It's cute to the touch, and if it's bigger, it can exceed the upper circumference. 

Seeing Qin Yu's gaze, Song Tie bit his lip and said, "Is it very small?" 



Seeing her look a little inferior, Qin Yu smiled and rubbed her head. 

Possession sticks to her ear and said: "I am used to eating big meat buns, and occasionally come to Ti 

Xiao Long Bao, which has a special flavor!" 

Hearing what he said, Song Tie was a little bit shy at the same time. 

Sure enough, although the scumbag's mouth is unreliable, it can always make you happy. 

As for the straight man, he might point to himself and laugh loudly at this time: "Hahaha, do you know it 

yourself?" 

Thinking of the scene that made people want to draw a knife, Song Tie understood more. 

Why do people still choose scumbags after being riddled with scumbags? 

This honeyed little mouth is too sweet! 

As for the additional damage behind the sweetness, under the creed of entertainment to death in a 

timely manner. 

It's just a trivial price to be paid in enjoyment! 

Compared with the happiness it brings, what is this pain? 

Chapter 726: Are you kidding me 

 

 

The milk-flavored steamed dumplings don't have a taste! 

Especially after adding tomato sauce, it is sweet and sour and full of milk flavor. 

Awesome! 

"Yeah," Song Tie rolled over and opened his eyes in a lazy moan. 

Its daybreak. 

She didn't notice it at all, what time is it now? ? ? 

Touch the phone, aim at the face to automatically recognize the light, 16:11 in the afternoon. 

"I actually slept for a whole day?" Song Tie said incredulously. 

Then, she remembered the process of flying last night, only the feeling of flying 

Then, she seemed to faint. 

Shaking his head vigorously, Song Tie made himself forget the intense pleasure. 

She would not admit that she was successfully developed for the first time, and it became strange. 

The information on the screen attracted her attention, and it was a message sent by Qin Yu. 



Qin Dong: "The clothes are ready for you, remember to change them." 

Qin Dong: "I have my own arrangements for your photos, so don't worry. Be nice to yourself, and don't 

work too hard!" 

Qin Dong: "By the way, this is my private number. Please remember to call me if you have anything. 

Anything." 

Seeing the private number he left behind, Song Tie, who was lying on the bed, crossed his feet on his 

hips, rippling up and down with a happy smile. 

"By the way, you need to change your name first." Click on the  to modify the notes. 

Dear confirmation! 

"Dear, Qin, love, hehe" Song Tie was holding the phone, kicking with his feet up and down, with a silly 

smile on his face. 

Qin Ai's, Qin Ai's. 

Miracle company headquarters, 108 district. 

Qin Yu is monitoring the whereabouts of 20 exoskeleton armors and Xingtian in real time. 

This is the secret door he stayed inside Xingtian, and he can only perform real-time monitoring and shut 

down the system when necessary. 

This is a small measure Qin Yu has taken to prevent any accidents! 

It is important to know that there will be countless changes in the configuration that Xing Tian can load 

with the suspension of the robotic arm. 

For example, shoulder-mounted cannons and anti-tank missiles are so-called. 

Heavy-duty weapons such as howitzers, heavy machine guns, etc., are no longer a problem for soldiers 

with Xing Tian. 

Efficient maneuverability and flexibility, coupled with these heavy firepower weapons, will instantly turn 

it into a big killer on the battlefield. 

Not to mention 20 units, even if there is only one runaway. 

Without precautions, it is not impossible to pick tens of thousands. 

Therefore, it is better to be cautious. 

"Kirin, how is the progress of the invisible cloth?" Qin Yu needs those cloths. 

It is not only a question of "city-driven core", it can also be applied to more fields and all aspects. 

Such as space suits, combat soft armor, secret infiltration, including mechanical skin grafting in a sense 

Yes, this thing can replace the skin and be directly transplanted to the body. 

This is the result obtained by Kylin based on its data analysis. 



"Invisible cloth" is more perfect than the skin no matter what. 

It can defend against known threats and attacks, has strong flexibility, can combine with flesh and blood 

to produce activity, and so on. 

"Every time I see this, I still feel that it is magical." Qin Yu waved his hand to make the projection in front 

of him disappear, and Qin Yu pointed upward. 

The ceiling becomes a transparent LCD panel, and countless complicated parts appear above. 

Qin Yu stretched out his hand and grabbed it, and one of the parts fell in front of him. 

Drag the projection with both hands and stretch it up and down, and the whole part is instantly 

magnified to dozens of times. 

It was a cylindrical object with a huge disc-shaped platform on top. 

The edge is a perfect fluid line, just like the natural formation, shimmering with the luster of diamonds. 

The pipes on the surface are disorderly and orderly, full of the metal beauty of future science fiction. 

As Qin Yu raised his right hand and suddenly pulled down, buildings appeared in front of him. 

Amplify, extend, and change angles, and they are frozen in their position. 

The pipes extending from the high towers are added to the underground of these buildings, and the 

light blue lines represent the output energy. 

Then the whole city was lit up. 

"How is it?" Qin Yu pointed his finger at the air, and the whole city began to rotate at a fixed speed. 

Every direction and angle were clearly reflected in his eyes. 

"There is no problem with energy transmission, the loss rate is less than 2%, and the safety valve test is 

passed. 

The city is functioning normally. Congratulations, Qin, this is an ideal city. " 

"No, this is a city of science and technology." Qin Yu responded with a smile. 

Ideal, no no no 

That thing is too illusory, his city will not be as fragile as fantasy. 

"If we want to reclaim the sea to make land, expand the scientific research base, and build a launch pad, 

is it possible?" 

"of course." 

"List the possible interference." 

A list appears, then the second, third, fourth 

"Shut up." Qin Yu cursed and opted out. 



What are you doing? It's just reclaiming the sea and making land, just building a few launch pads. 

"Your request will involve the security of other countries. If necessary, I can create one." 

"Stop, stop, we want to be civilized and be polite!" Qin Yu decisively stopped when he saw the picture 

fragments that appeared in his mind. 

Good guy, this is going to play genocide! 

Isn't peaceful recovery bad? 

What age are they, and they still engage in violence, really. 

"Present the influence of the evil demon, lock the target, safe." Qin Yu closed the city modeling, and the 

room returned to darkness again. 

"The link is being generated, the target is locked." Zizi 

A projection of Ann appeared in front of her eyes, followed by the surrounding environment. God's 

perspective allowed Qin Yu to clearly distinguish where she was. 

The headquarters of the Church of Miracle Science, number zero! 

This place once belonged to the disintegrated empire military, and then was attacked by Ann led the 

demon hunter and received it! 

She is now the Valkyrie of the Church of Science. 

The right is almost under Qin Yu. 

The departmental powers of the Church of Science have also undergone tremendous changes. 

The Ministry of Truth, the Ministry of Science, and the Healing Center are three pillars, and they are the 

competent departments to manage the entire church. 

The Ministry of Truth is responsible for combat, and the Ministry of Science is responsible for complex 

research, armament, and logistics support. 

The Healing Institute is responsible for mechanical and biological transformation, and the rights among 

the three are equal, and each performs its own duties. 

The church, on top of all institutions, is the brain center of the church. 

In fact, the Church of Miracle Science is currently in the hands of Saint Ann. 

If she was not a fanatic, Qin Yu would not be so relieved to hand over the organization to her. 

You must know that if you think about it, it's compared to a **** who only exists in the word of mouth. 

People are more willing to listen to real, flesh and blood leaders who lead themselves to peace and 

success. 

Although Qin Yu changed the name of the church, the teachings and beliefs still permeated the entire 

organization. 



The temple can have the right to override all institutions  also benefits from this. 

faith! 

The Church of Miracle Science, the Sanctuary, holds prayers four times a week. 

Promote the greatness of the president, the history and beliefs of the church, loyalty and dedication. 

Don't ask yourself what you can get, ask yourself, what can you do for the church? 

This idea is implanted in everyone's heart, and then rewards the strong. 

The seeds of faith take root in the hearts of the survivors. 

In countless prayers, he grew stronger, took root and sprouted, and thrived into a big tree in the sky. 

In this way, it represents the will of the president and exercises his authority. 

The church that presides over the prayers and decides who will be punished and who will be praised has 

its status as a rock in the Church of Miracle Science. 

In the picture, Ann is presiding over this prayer. 

Although I can't hear what she is talking about, from the fanatical affection of the followers below, we 

can see that she did a great job! 

"Three hours ago, Ann said that the second ascender has been determined." Qilin's voice came into his 

ears. 

"Is there enough material?" Qin Yu frowned and asked. 

"Yes, the Healing Institute does not have absolute certainty to complete the transformation." Qilin said. 

These messages were conveyed to him through the beast, and then conveyed to Qin Yu by him. 

In the days when Qin Yu was away, Ann kept communicating with him in this way, exercising the will and 

authority of the president! 

"I will make time to come as soon as possible, so that they can prepare in advance" Qin Yu suddenly 

asked curiously: "Who is the target?" 

The picture in front of him began to flicker, and then a brand new figure appeared in it. 

"Is this?" Looking at that immature face, short. 

Qin Yu had only one thought in his heart: Are you kidding me? 

The target they chose is clearly a child 

Is she an adult? 

Chapter 727: No one can stop me from working overtime 

 



 

The invisible cloth progressed slowly, and Qin Yu decided not to wait any longer. 

The yield rate of less than 2 is equivalent to burning money, but now I have to bite the bullet. 

Hudu's test report is also back, no problem! 

The next step is to sign a contract, flatten out, and enter directly. Then the energy tower, which is the 

core of the entire city, must be up first. 

Nothing came back, why do you do it? 

"Kylin, send an email to the research institute and tell them the required area. I will see the finished 

product within 1 week." 

Qin Yu turned off the system, the room lights turned on again, and walked outside the door. 

"According to the current success rate, it will take at least 2 weeks to complete the work in full rush." 

Kylin. 

"That's what they should care about, not you." Qin Yu responded. 

"Understood, the mail has been sent!" Kylin. 

Kuafu Research Institute next to the headquarters building. 

The team members who were about to get off work, the phone rang at the same time. 

"Fuck, come again!" someone Baotou smiled bitterly: "I have already added 23 days of work this month, 

will I have to work overtime again?" 

"If you're not happy, you should go!" The colleague on the other side took out his mobile phone and 

smiled jokingly. 

"Who is not happy, I just want to work!" The woman not far away raised her hand and said that she was 

very willing to join the blessing. 

"Who wouldn't like it? I just talk about it casually." The employee who complained before immediately 

retorted: "Go away, don't let the team leader wait in a hurry." 

"Can you men stop duplicity, bah, scumbag." The unsuccessful woman laughed and scolded. 

"This is called Congxin. My wife recently came to see a house again, and I have to make a first 

contribution!" The other party smiled. 

Do not work overtime, what do you use to buy a house, buy a car, raise your children on vacation, and 

rely on dead wages? 

Who knows how good the overtime pay is. 

Just now in the research institute, who you want to say, "Don't work overtime from now on," you have 

to be anxious. 



"You have bought six sets for your family? Two sets for parents, two sets for yourself, two sets for 

mother-in-law, who are you going to buy this time?" 

The woman in casual clothes chased up silently, preparing to talk a few more gossips before leaving. 

"I bought it for my child this time. It's not an adult. I just bought a set first." The man touched his sparse 

hairline and felt it was worth it. 

"You are really a house-buyer, do you want so many houses to eat?" The woman was speechless, but 

she was actually a little tempted. 

Nowadays, nothing is as cost-effective and safe as buying a house. 

I am so busy working all day, and I don't have much time and thoughts to consider such projects as 

investment, financial management, and stocks. 

Money in the bank depreciates, and it may not be worth anymore. 

Besides, there are also family ones that don't make people worry. 

Who knows if there is a sudden convulsion one day, he will use the money to make a mess of 

investment. 

It would be better to use it to buy a house and put it there without losing it. 

No matter how it doesn't rise, at least it won't be said, it will be a fixed asset for children in the future. 

Don’t say anything else, buy two sets and put them there, and sell them out when the children grow up. 

Whether you want to start a small business, invest in a business, or have any ideas, at least you have a 

start-up capital, right? 

"I'm telling you that this time my wife is fancy" 

"What are you talking about?" Suddenly someone ran up again and joined the topic. 

"Speaking of the house! The house buyer taught me the experience of choosing a house!" The woman 

said with a smile. 

"If you buy a house, will you still buy a house?" The new young man asked in surprise: "You don't know 

it, do you?" 

"Know what?" A few people were dumbfounded, what's his inside story? 

"Email! Can you please pay more attention to the consultation." Open the mobile phone email and find 

the latest notification. 

"Look at this, the company wants to build a future science and technology research ecosystem in Hudu, 

which is a small city. 

Supermarkets, schools, medical care, transportation, and housing are all available. This, look at this, and 

the marina. 



All the selected people will be assigned their residences according to the level of confidentiality, and 

their household registration can be directly transferred to Hudu, where they will work and live there. 

There is no need to worry about children going to school. With the strength of the company, I guess it 

must be a strong alliance with a prestigious school. Anyway, I am definitely going to go. " 

Seeing the new plan opened by the other party from the small link at the bottom of the email, several 

people looked at each other. 

Who can see such a small link! 

However, this project planning sounds full of temptation, look at the greenery, orderly tracks, and the 

application of fully automatic technology in the interior of the city. 

I rub, isn’t this a paradise for lazy people like them? 

"Hey hey, look, look, there are selection rules here." The buyer said madly, pointing to the text box on 

the right. 

Zooming in, looking intently, the expressions of several people instantly pulled their hips: "Fuck, it's so 

difficult!" 

"It's so difficult, I don't give a chance at all!" The woman murmured in tears. 

"It's not without a chance. You see below who have made outstanding contributions and are 

recommended by the group leader, you can directly be selected." The young man pointed to the last 

item and said. 

"Recommended by the team leader?" The woman rolled her eyes and said, "You kill me!" 

The entire scientific research institute knows how strict their team leader is. 

My own requirements are all abnormal. How could they be recommended by the team leader? 

I really want to recommend them, they are also a few important assistants who are valued by the team 

leader. 

"That's not necessarily. Don't forget that there is a frontier subject. Practical subjects and most of the 

experiments should still be placed here. 

Therefore, a handy assistant like the team leader will definitely not let it go. This opportunity will not 

come. " 

Hearing his reminder, everyone's eyes brightened, and hope was rekindled in their hearts. 

correct! 

This time I chose theoretical talents, and they have never been afraid of anyone more than their brains. 

The big deal is to kill hundreds of millions of brain cells to warm yourself up. Who wouldn't burn the 

brain? 



"Don't be happy too early. Although the candidates will be promoted from the inside this time, they are 

mainly recruited from the outside world!" 

The young man took the phone back and shook his head solemnly, "Wait and see! Once the news is 

officially announced, the company's steps will be ruined by applicants." 

The facts are as he thought. 

At eight o'clock that night, the homepage was updated three minutes after the news was announced. 

The first resume has been posted to the mailbox of the personnel department, followed by the second, 

and the third 300th 

"Two thousand copies?" The head of the personnel department, Pakistan. 

When I arrived at the company the next day and opened the mailbox, I was stupid on the spot. 

In just one night, there are already more than 2,000 resumes. 

There is still half a year before the application is over. Is this asking me to die? ? ? 

"Kirin, screen your resume." Pakistan raised his head and said. 

"The application is rejected and the personnel department is required to conduct manual screening. I 

am responsible for monitoring all the processes." Kylin's voice came from the overhead speaker. 

The Pakistani director instantly changed his face: "&;I was joking just now, so there is no need to record 

it. Of course, the Ministry of Personnel has to do this." 

At the same time, Lu Qing's family. 

Qin Yu, who had just taken a bath and changed his clothes after the morning exercise, also saw this 

scene on the computer screen. 

"Tell the Ministry of Personnel that the screening of UU Reading www.uukanshu.com is very important, 

and all the selection opinions and final votes must be signed. 

From the initial test, to the test, to the scoring, and to make a decision, paper records must be kept for 

every link, and I will personally check it. " 

"The information has been delivered." Kylin's voice disappeared, and the notebook in front of him 

closed automatically. 

Click! 

"Husband, mother prepares food and tells you to go down and eat." Lu Qing walked in from outside the 

door. 

"Is it time?" Qin Yu glanced at the time, and later sent Lu Qing to school. This was the morning peak on 

the way. 

"Riding a motorcycle is ready, I will take the subway back tonight by myself." Lu Qing said. 



"Forget it, I will pick you up at night, the subway station is far away, it is not safe to be alone." Qin Yu 

stepped forward and kissed him. 

"I know you are the best," Lu Qing sent a sweet kiss and walked downstairs together holding his hand. 

"Xiaoyu, come on, pot stickers, tofu brain, all made by myself, try to see if it suits your taste." He 

Hongzhang grabbed the breakfast on the table. 

Spicy, coriander, and sesame are floating on the tender tofu. The yellow inside is mustard, sour and 

salty, especially appetizing. 

The potstickers are wrapped in meat that you beat yourself, and they are fried in an electric baking pan 

in the morning. 

It was steaming, and after a bite, the soup was fragrant at the same time. 

"It's delicious." Qin Yu said and swallowed, then took another one, dipped it in chili and vinegar, and put 

it in his mouth. 

"Fragrant, really fragrant!" 

After receiving his compliment, seeing how anxious he was eating, He Hong smiled like a flower and 

said, "Eat slowly, there is still more in the pot, too much!" 

"Yeah, I'll eat more today, it's delicious." Qin Yu nodded, sending the pot stickers into the mouth one by 

one. 

Two more tender and smooth tofu brains when you're done, this is called breakfast! ! 

Yuecanglang reminds you: after you watch it, ask for collection, and then it will be more convenient to 

watch again. 

Chapter 728: Finalize 

 

After breakfast, Qin Yu rides a motorcycle to send Lu Qing to the school. 

She has a special liking for motorcycles, and thinks that the kind of fast romance is a perfect match for 

herself. 

If it wasn't for time, she would want to make two laps by herself! 

"When I have time, you must teach me to ride a bike, Ducatihong and I must be a good match!" Lu Qing 

happily ran to the campus with a small step. 

Buzzing 

On the way to the company, Qin Yu received a call from Yan Er: "Brother Yu, don't you show up until 

your holiday again, right?" 

"Why, did the instructor trouble you?" Qin Yu joked. 



"That's not the case. There are so many new leeks in the first and second grades below, and he and Lao 

Cha are busy calling for people!" 

The newcomer who just arrived, I don't know how easy it is to use it. 

Where does Lao Shen still have time to deal with their old fritters, as long as you don't make trouble for 

yourself all day long, get out as soon as possible! 

"Is that a bad thing?" Qin Yu asked with a smile. 

"It's pretty good, but it's boring to be alone, I want to move out." Yan Er vomited. 

"Why, Dongzi won't go back to the bedroom?" Qin Yu said. 

"Why? It's like a ghost, you can't even see a shadow." 

"The delivery point is too busy?" 

"It's busy, I'm busy." Yan Ersheng talked about his experience during this period of time without love. 

Shen Dong didn't know what he was up to all day long, he was staring at the express delivery point now. 

This is nothing, after all, I also make money, and I don't lose a point when I divide my money. 

The point is, this kid's heart is not here anymore. 

"Brother Yu, I guessed right last time. He raised a chick outside, and now his mind is all on the woman." 

"Isn't it? Where's Xuanxuan?" Qin Yu turned around, stopped the car on the side of the road, and 

lowered his pedals. 

The news was a bit shocked, and Qin Yu had to stop slowly. 

"Really, I saw it with my own eyes." Yan Er responded: "Do you remember the heavenly dish that we 

went to play and drank with him." 

"Which time did you say?" Qin Yu was surprised, so many times who knows which one. 

"The most beautiful one." Yan Er said. 

Qin Yu still had no impression, who would go to see every woman in the wine bureau. 

"All right, anyway, the looks I encountered during a drink are really beautiful, and the tea art is very 

good." 

Thinking of the scene when he saw two people on the side of the road, Yan Er couldn't help but want to 

complain. That woman's coquettish and coquettish appearance is not what a man likes most. 

Even if he was just driving by, he could feel the **** everywhere in the air. 

"Well, I should go back in two days. Let's have two drinks at that time." Qin Yu said nothing, and hung up 

the signal after restarting. 

Upon arriving at the company, Xu Meixin gave him yesterday's output sheet, "Boss, the planned output 

yesterday was 200 square meters, and the actual output was 80 square meters." 



"Huh?" Qin Yu stopped and frowned, "Is the gap a bit too big?" 

"Team Leader Jing is thinking of ways to increase production!" Xu Meixin responded. 

"As soon as possible, I want to see the results, not report again and again." After rolling his eyes to the 

report, Qin Yu returned the things to her. 

Except for the actual output above, everything else is nonsense. 

It may be valuable experience for the R&D team, but for the boss and investor who only needs results. 

It is a mess of waste paper, cruel but realistic. 

A busy day began. Qin Yu first checked the positioning of 20 Xingtians. 

They were still in the military base, and Qin Yu stopped paying attention after learning this. 

Then, there is the adjustment and improvement of the "Miracle City". 

The overall model is close to completion, but there are still some details that need to be adjusted and 

changed. 

Even with the assistance of Kylin, this work will still take a long time. 

Some things are still incomprehensible by machines. 

If it is built according to the drawings planned by Kylin, the final city will be very reasonable. 

The use of space, energy, resources, etc., has almost reached the maximum use extreme. 

However, such a city is not for people to live in. 

Just like a dead mechanical city, the streets should be full of mechanical forces, and the sky should be 

full of drones and airships. 

As for human beings, there is no room for souls in that city! ! 

Therefore, the final plan is a combination of Qin Yu and Kirin. 

It's just that the difficulty seems to be a little bit bigger if you want to combine the advantages of the 

two perfectly. 

"Here, there is a problem with the water recycling system. If you do this, it is likely to cause secondary 

pollution." Qin Yu. 

"We can add a purification pond here." Qilin. 

"Will the foundation become soft?" Qin Yu. 

"It can be solved, as long as enough support points are added to these places." Qilin. 

Well, this choice is simply absolute. 

The supporting pillar it said costs more than 20 million yuan per piece, which is really inhumane. 



Who said that he spends money like water, compared with his own, it is simply not worth mentioning. 

"Just do it, so this is the final plan?" Qin Yu took a few steps back and reached out to the projection in 

front of him. 

The whole city came alive in an instant, flowers and plants bloomed, people appeared on the streets, 

and the projection billboards played advertisements selected by Kylin. 

"Come on, Lord, come in and play!" The enchanting woman waved the red embroidered handkerchief in 

her hand. 

"Kirin!" Qin Yu was full of black lines, what is this. 

With the establishment of the new dynasty, Goulan Washe can no longer be protected. 

Can't you keep a low profile? 

"Sorry, I chose the wrong one." Qilin. 

"Brand new technological life, create the future world, miracles will walk with you." Various ultra-sci-fi 

images scroll frequently in the projection, full of temptation. 

In particular, the appearance of the creator fully armed and running on the battlefield is really cool. 

"The water circulation system has good energy supply, good stability, good wind test 

Storm test, earthquake test, disaster pre-show test" 

"Don't forget the most important thing." Qin Yu reminded. 

"Of course, underground construction feasibility test." Under the original city model, a straight passage 

went deep into the ground. 

Subsequently, the tentacles-like passages extend outward, creating a disc-shaped living space. 

There will be the most important research and development base of Miracle Company, and only 

personnel with a confidentiality level of 6 or above can know its existence. 

Level 8 and above have access rights, and all control is solely responsible for Qilin. 

"After the ground base is completed, I will let the creator take over." Qilin. 

They are qualified engineers who work tirelessly, won't get hurt, won't complain, 24 hours a day without 

interruption, as long as they provide enough energy. 

And the energy core in the chest can provide them with almost continuous energy. 

Liquid crystal, UU reading www. uukanshu.com has been widely recognized in application. 

Recognition within Miracle Company 

But in the research on it, the results obtained are basically zero. 

How does it do it, how does it contain such a huge amount of energy, and whether it can be 

manufactured artificially? ? ? ? ? 



It's all question marks, no one has the answer. 

Fortunately, the "Diamond Star" is big enough, even a huge crystal column like the energy tower 

required by the City of Miracles. 

For the entire Diamond Star, it is nothing more than a larger pore pit. 

Therefore, Qin Yu does not need to worry at least for the time being, what will happen to the Diamond 

Star after it is used up. 

ns' "Sun God" plan is in full swing, and it is still under the global watch. 

According to the information they announced, the Helios will be officially launched at the end of the 

year to fly to the back of the moon to initiate the third type of contact. 

A small step for individuals, a big step for mankind. 

It's just that they might be disappointed this time, the moon is not friendly, and the "humans" on it are 

not friendly either. 

Perhaps, when the Bald Eagle realizes this, it will begin to consider how to destroy the so-called alien 

base. 

Before that, Qin Yu needs to get the things that Bai Ze promised and send them to the moon ecosystem 

intact. 

Then, a complete transformation was carried out to make it completely lose its previous characteristics. 

The last thing is to give the bald eagle a little warning to make them clearly understand. 

Above his head, a sharp sword of Damocles hung. 

If the fourth industrial revolution can be ignited by this, then Qin Yu's plan can be further accelerated. 

Someone has said that war is the best catalyst for technology. 

As for who said it, Qin Yu couldn't remember. 

Just as Zhou Shuren said it, it's not bad anyway! ! 

Chapter 729: Adults, who do multiple choice questions 

 

 

"Mouse, Watson, this is the final plan, look at it." Qin Yu turned the laptop screen to the two. 

Inside it is concealing the changes of the entire city, from scratch, building, greening, and streets are 

gradually taking shape. 

Soon, the construction of the city under the bird's eye view has been completed, and people can move 

freely in it, and the fully automated city traffic and intercity rail are operating in an orderly manner. 

"Is this kind of planning possible with the technology we currently have?" Xu Hao asked uncertainly. 



"Maybe." Qin Yu said very positively. 

"Since this is the case, what are we waiting for?" Xu Hao rubbed his hands and said with a wretched 

expression: "I can't wait to take the girl to the city for vacation." 

"At that time there will be your room. In the room, you are free to take as much as you want." Qin Yu 

said amusedly. 

"Just don't be caught by your true love muse." Watson joked. 

Since becoming colleagues, the two have often worked together, and after getting to know each other 

better, they gradually became friends. 

This is also the result Qin Yu wants to see. He doesn't need the people below to pretend to be hostile to 

avoid suspicion and prevent the boss from suspicion. 

Because all the core industries of Miracle are in the hands of Qin Yu and Kuafu Research Institute. 

And they are Qin Yu's most loyal "followers." 

This is well known throughout the company, and it was not a secret from the beginning. 

"Hey, don't say that, the relationship between us is better!" Xu Hao needs to emphasize that Xia Ke is 

still his only true love anytime. 

As for other women, they are nothing more than a spice in a boring life. 

He will not give up this main dish for any flavoring agent. 

"I think it's better for you to get married as soon as possible. You must know that no matter how good 

the main course is, it will be cold after a long time." Watson said with a smile. 

"You still worry about yourself, find someone early!" Xu Hao retorted. 

The matter was negotiated in Tucao, and when the two left, they held the documents signed by Qin Yu 

in their hands. 

Next, the company's most important project is the miracle capital of Hudu. 

It is expected to be completed within two years, and the investment amount is about 260 billion. 

It is not expensive to buy land, but the advanced technology and materials used in the building itself and 

the public infrastructure. 

These two alone will account for 70% of the budget, and the other is enough or not. 

"It's another money-burning project." Out of the office, Xu Hao shook the file in his hand and smiled 

bitterly. 

"Should you not get used to it?" Watson was also helpless. 

It is said that the company's ability to make money is comparable to a money printing machine, but no 

one looks at the boss's ability to spend money. 



That is faster than the incinerator, crop after crop. 

According to this method, no matter how much cash flow the company has, it is not enough to toss. 

"I think it's better to talk about a few more loans, otherwise there will be some storms, and I'm afraid I 

won't be able to survive." 

The boss only needs to make a decision and let the people below do it. 

The people below have to consider every aspect of the details. 

The protective measures that should be done, the emergency measures that should be prepared, these 

must be taken into consideration. 

"Jianfa, the relationship with the boss." Watson gave him a suggestion. 

Can Watson remember the two golden flowers of C&D! 

After finalizing the construction plan, Qin Yu went to the research institute again and met with Jing 

Yuan. 

Let her hurry up and complete the order quantity before the specified time. 

When it was almost time for Lu Qing to finish class, Qin Yu was going to leave early. 

"Lao He, go back to Hudu with me tomorrow." Seeing Lao He in the door, Qin Yu told him in advance. 

Secretary Xu has booked the ticket, 10:25 tomorrow morning. 

"Okay, is there anything I need to prepare?" He Wu asked. 

"Remember to call a car and come to pick me up at home on time." Putting on his helmet, Qin Yu turned 

the accelerator and set off. 

When he arrived at Xitong University, Lu Qing was already waiting at the door. 

And her dearest roommate, Fang Mei. 

"Wow, the handsome Kawasaki 650, did you change this red breathing light by yourself?" 

Fang Mei, who used to be quiet in the past, pointed to the fading red light of the car body, and said 

excitedly: "It's so cool!" 

Seeing Qin Yu's face at a loss, Lu Qing said with a smile: "I only learned today that Fang Mei's house sells 

motorcycles." 

"Ducati?" Qin Yu was particularly surprised when he learned of their Ducati store. 

Looks like her, it's really not like it! 

"Haha." Fang Mei scratched her head and said awkwardly: "Don't listen to Qingqing, it's actually my 

relatives." 

Qin Yu knew it was a relative, so that made sense. 



"I specifically asked Xiaomei to talk to others, wait for us to choose a car!" 

Lu Qing pulled him coquettishly and said, "Okay!" 

What can Qin Yu say about Lu Qing who is so clingy. 

"Okay, you have the final say, but how do you go?" Qin Yu pointed to the motorcycle, which could not 

seat three people. 

You still can't sit down if you squeeze. 

It's okay to change to a supercar, I knew it was coming. 

"It's okay, I'll take a taxi with Xiaomei, you can follow behind." 

As Lu Qing said, Fangmei went to the side of the road to stop the car. 

A few taxis immediately turned around, and the beauty's advantage was undoubtedly revealed at this 

moment. 

However, the fastest was the aunt who happened to pass by. 

An abrupt stop stopped in front of the two of them, blocking all the opportunities of their colleagues. 

"Where?" the aunt asked indifferently. 

At the same time, those eyes full of disdain swept to the surrounding colleagues: "All of you here are 

rubbish!" 

North Third Ring Road, Ducati flagship store. 

Qin Yu parked the car directly in front of the store, and the young lady inside also opened the door to 

greet him. 

"Boss, do you watch the movie cart?" Miss sister didn't practice her lines well, her tongue was a little 

bald. 

"Look at the car." Qin Yu took off his helmet and turned a blind eye to the exaggerated wonder of the 

young lady. 

The sunshine value of 92 made him accustomed to the world's wonder. 

Putting the helmet in place, Qin Yu took out the black mask to seal the face value. 

It's so low-key and simple! 

"Cousin." Fang Mei, who got off the roadside, ran over with Lu Qing. 

The two of them also had a white 95 on their faces, but they couldn't hide their proud figure and Bai 

Zhi's complexion. 

Aroused the prying eyes of passers-by, happily praising the sun, "I love summer." 

"Xiaomei?" Seeing her cousin, the young lady said in surprise: "Why are you here." 



"I took my classmates to see the car." Fang Mei pointed to Lu Qing and then introduced to Qin Yu: "This 

is her boyfriend." 

The young lady's expression stiffened, as if she heard the sound of broken glass in her heart. 

A beautiful love ends at the beginning. 

"Welcome, let's go in and take a look at the car." The young lady smiled brightly I think it is more 

realistic to talk about money. 

Love, money, always let her take the lead! 

Entering the door is a rectangular bay with two load-bearing columns in the middle forming a dividing 

line. 

There is a Ducati with water on the wall, the main tone is red, followed by a few other colors. 

The white Ducati 2 caught among the many reds is the most eye-catching and ugliest. 

Ducati Red was basically deeply rooted in the hearts of the people, and suddenly it appeared white, 

which was so obvious. 

It looks the same as the white wall, I can't accept it. 

Directly ugly rejection! 

"We have a full range of models, like the 24, the Big Devil Cruise, and the price ranges from more than 

200,000 to 500,000." 

Lu Qing ran around and watched, he likes this one, and that one, they all look good. 

"Can you test drive?" Qin Yu asked. 

"Yes, or I will introduce you to the performance first." said the young lady. 

"Don't introduce it, just look at the value of the face." Qin Yu jokingly refused. 

The data that should be known is already in his mind, and Lu Qing pays more attention to the issue of 

appearance. 

So, don't waste your tongue and time. 

"Which one do you like?" Qin Yu came to her and looked at the hot superboys in front of her together. 

"Well, I like this and this, too." Lu Qing stretched out his hand and clicked. 

Good vision, 2, 4, the big devil made her point. 

As brothers, it is known as the ceiling of the brand's mass production. 

Both cars are super handsome, the only difference is the shark gills and tail. 

The big devil, as a cruising motorcycle, has a more atmospheric and calm overall image. 

It's also harder to handle, a bit of Harley's style. 



"Then try all of them." Qin Yu waved his hand, indicating to try them all. 

It really feels good, just pack it all. 

All adults, who still do multiple choice questions? 

 Chapter 730: Neptune? More excited 

 

 

"Try it all?" The young lady was a little embarrassed, and it was very risky to test the car, especially the 

locomotive. 

Some novices have to test the car, maybe even the car can't hold it, a rollover scratches the surface, no 

one looks good. 

"Sister, it's okay." Fang Mei shook her cousin's hand and blinked suggestively. 

This little money, not to mention her boyfriend, not even Lu Qing. 

I'm here to boost her performance, don't offend others in the end, the gain is not worth the loss! 

"Okay, then I'll let people prepare." Seeing the cousin doesn't seem to show face, she keeps winking at 

herself, and the little sister doesn't refuse. 

But when I left, Fang Mei was called away by the way: "You come and help me." 

When she walked to the side and asked her to prepare the car, she asked her what was going on. 

"Three cars add up to a hundred smaller, is it okay?" the young lady asked in surprise. 

Do college students now have money to such a degree? 

"Sister, you believe me, don't talk about these three, just bought it for your store, without blinking." 

Fang Mei exaggerated smile. 

"Good fellow, I bought it for my store, I won't sell it yet!" The young lady let her out angrily. 

But my heart is at ease, as my cousin said, there is definitely no problem with spending power. 

As long as there is a ticket in your pocket, that is our God! 

"Hurry up and make arrangements! V2 will exit first, and the V4 will be released after it's done. It's the 

one I drove." 

As soon as the order was given, the three test-driving cars stopped at the door, and the young lady 

stepped forward to explain the operation process to Lu Qing. 

However, first let her try if she can control it. 

"You go up first, put on the pedals and try it." The young lady held the handle in one hand and asked her 

to test the weight of the car first. 



"Okay." A chic raised his leg and swept across, and the person was already straddling on the locomotive. 

The proficient movement showed the young lady stunned: "Uh, have you rided it?" 

"Never ride, practice!" Lu Qing said with a smile. 

"It's so cool, it seems that you must have no problem riding, let me tell you about the buttons and 

gears..." 

Qin Yu was also listening. When the introduction was over, Miss Sister loosened the handlebar and let 

Lu Qing control it alone: "Our road conditions are limited, you drive slowly." 

On the sidewalk, the clerk blocked a 300-meter-long section. 

A single ejection acceleration is basically gone, and she is not at ease if she doesn't explain a few words. 

Om, da da da~ 

When the fire was on, Lu Qing's expression was strange for an instant. 

This voice... 

Before, Lv Qing thought it was an exaggeration just as it sounded like a tractor from the Internet. 

Now I am riding a car to listen to it, and there is no sense of disobedience! 

"The oil should be steady, not too slow, nor too fast. The stability of the motorcycle requires a certain 

speed, yes... that's it, slow down and brake." 

Seeing Lu Qing stopping the car steadily, the smile of the young lady became more beautiful. 

perfect! 

If it is really like what the cousin said, this list should be stable. 

At the end of the V2 test drive, Lu Qing tried the V4 and the big devil again, and in the end, it was the big 

devil that made her feel more enamored. 

"I'll try this." Straddle the V4, ignite, put in gear, release the clutch... 

Buzzing~ 

A dragon raised her head and rushed forward, the young lady's face paled in shock. 

Boom, the front of the car was depressed, a swing-tail car turned around and stopped, and Qin Yu 

stopped the car on one leg. 

"This car needs one." Qin Yu stopped the car, pulled out the key and got out of the car with a smile. 

"Brother, you are so handsome." The young lady was so stunned, she ran over and pointed to the car 

and said: "Just that, the dragon is waving its tail. 

Brother, can you do it again, I'll make a video for promotion, okay? I'll give you a minimum discount on 

the car price and help..." 



The young lady clasped her hands together and kept begging him. The one who raised her head and 

flicked her tail was so handsome. 

With this operation, at least a dozen real car owners can be attracted to her. 

Qin Yu looked at Lu Qing, then at Fang Mei, this girl also folded her hands and begged him for help. 

"Brother Yu, I'll help you get the helmet, you don't need to be in the mirror." Fang Mei said with a pitiful 

look. 

The cousin has already said, what can she do as a cousin. 

"Okay, just this time." Qin Yu was not hypocritical, and it was nothing if he didn't go out and shoot a 

small video for publicity. 

"Thank you, big brother, for bringing my V5 helmet." Miss sister yelled, and someone came with her 

treasured helmet. 

Ducati original cycling attire, full face helmet, Arai collaboration M58. 

Black, white and red, it looks calm with a sorrow, it's okay! 

Anyway, I can't take a picture of my face, so I wear it. 

Qin Yu put on the helmet, lit the fire, and signaled that the other party was ready. 

The young lady immediately took out her mobile phone, and several shop assistants scattered around, 

also took out her mobile phone and clicked to shoot. 

Shoot from all angles, and then choose slowly after the end. 

This is not a model I asked for myself. It would be nice if the client can cooperate with the shooting. 

Whether you are satisfied or not, you have to go through it again. 

Shoot a few more angles, and finally edit and synthesize, you can definitely find a satisfactory film. 

"Big brother, it's ok." Qin Yu started again after he recovered. 

At 7000 revolutions per second, the front of the car lifted, and the instant dive was as fast as lightning. 

When one turned around, only a touch of red could be seen in the camera. 

When the lens turned to lock again, the tail of the V4 was already tilted high. 

At the same time, the rider on the car leaned forward and stood up with his hands on the handlebar, his 

helmet pressed against the human face in front of the car. 

The helmet is against the forehead, even if it is blocked by the helmet visor, it seems that you can see 

the affectionate gaze of the four eyes facing each other. 

At that moment, the world seemed to freeze for it! 

"Fuck, fuck~ It's so beautiful." The young lady grabbed the phone, shook her head and stomped her feet, 

as if she was drinking. 



Fang Mei's face was flushed even more, and her eyes were blurred and whispered, "It's so romantic." 

Boom. 

The motorcycle landed again, propped up the pedals, and Qin Yu signaled to the people around to put 

down the mobile phones. Then he took off his helmet and looked at Lu Qing with a smile: "Aren't you 

afraid?" 

"Fear." Lu Qing said with her eyes cut. "But when I think it's you, I'm not afraid." 

When the car suddenly rushed towards him just now, Lu Qing's heart beat. 

But when she reacted and wanted to be afraid, the helmet was already attached to her forehead. 

The gaze cast through the mask made Lu Qing sluggish for an instant. 

The hot emotion that was so sincere that it could not be concealed seemed to melt her in an instant, 

making Lu Qing's breathing hot. 

The intense emotions full of excitement can't be suppressed even now. 

Looking at Qin Yu's eyes, he was full of strong dependence and deep worship. 

When her eyes met through the mask, Lu Qing knew that she would never escape in this life. 

Her whole heart has been filled with this bad guy in front of her, and she can no longer tolerate any 

shadows. 

"Woo~" Fang Mei covered her mouth, tears streaming out of her eyes. 

It's too difficult. You have to eat dog food when you buy a car. 

The air was filled with a fermented romantic atmosphere, "Can you give the dog a way to survive?" 

Two V4s, one Big Devil, with a total price of 1.238 million. 

Two fuel cards and two full helmets are given. These two helmets are worth more than 10,000 yuan. UU 
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This price, from the perspective of the seller, means "no money is earned." 

"Swipe the card!" Qin Yu took out the card and handed it to the other party. 

Lu Qing held him and raised his head, only seeing him in his eyes. 

So handsome, so handsome no matter how you look at it! 

The turbulent emotions in the heart cannot be released, and the turbulence in the heart is surging. 

After paying the bill, he found that Lu Qing hadn't spoken. As soon as Qin Yu turned his head, he saw her 

eyes full of spring water. 

"Cough, what? Do you have a fever?" Qin Yu pretended to touch her head. 



Surprised: "I really have a fever, Xiao Mei, you can solve it yourself for dinner. I will take Qingqing to the 

hospital first." 

"∑(O_O; Fang Mei was full of question marks: Do I look like a fool? 

I'm 23... 

"Let's go, hurry up." Fang Meinen waved his hand tiredly, and Fang Meinen's face was full. 

Tired, the dog's heart is so tired! 

"Brother walk slowly, you will need the car in the future, so please don't hesitate to take care of it." The 

young lady took Fang Mei, who was speechless, and watched the two leave in person. 

It wasn't until Kawasaki's tail wing disappeared that the young lady took her cousin and asked excitedly, 

"Who is this little brother? Your classmate is too lucky." 

"Don't think about it, that's a sea king, you have no chance." Fang Mei said speechlessly. 

Unexpectedly, hearing her say that, the cousin's eyes brightened: "Aquaman, really?" 

"Oops." 

Fang Mei tilted her head and looked at her cousin: Miss sister, you are not right! 

Why do you say "Aquaman," you seem to be more excited? ? ? 

"Tell me, I promise not to talk nonsense, just talk about it!" Pulling and letting go, rippling back and 

forth, the young lady's mind has become active. 

Such a sea king, even if there is a short exchange, he must be very happy! 

 


